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Using data
to keep a
closer eye
on seniors

Unlike other
centres, where
staff serve the
elderly, at
Mizuumi, the
elderly do most
of the work
themselves.
At lunch, for
instance, they
collect their
utensils, line up
to choose their
food and push a
cart to take it to
their tables.
After eating,
they return their
washed cutlery.
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Sensors in flats can detect unusual patterns
of activity or inactivity and alert caregivers
Janice Tai
Madam Tan Bon Aik, 83, spends
most of her day at home alone
watching television and doing
housework.
Three years ago, however, a neighbour found her unconscious on the
floor and called an ambulance. She
had fallen after coming out of the
toilet and sustained a broken hip.
To keep a closer eye on seniors
like her, the Singapore Management University (SMU) has started
a pilot project that hooks up 50
Housing Board flats in Marine Parade with sensors.
The settings on the devices are adjusted for different seniors, to cut
down on false alarms.
For instance, if the sensors do not
detect any movement in Madam
Tan’s flat for three hours, a staff
member from the eldercare centre
downstairs receives a phone alert
and someone will check on her.
But for Madam Chan Soh Mui, 82,
it takes six hours of inactivity to trigger the alert because she is more socially active. She goes to the nearby
East Coast beach for a walk or
qigong every morning.
“Some senior citizens are more
mobile or social than others, so customising the alert thresholds allows for timely alerts during emergencies, yet cuts down on the
number of false alarms,” said SMU
Associate Professor Tan Hwee
Pink.
With an ageing population and a
rising number of seniors who live
alone, more people have been turning to some form of emergency
alert or monitoring system to keep
in contact with the elderly at home.
However, social workers say that
false alarms are common because
the call buttons are either triggered
accidentally or the alert threshold
for sensors is set too low.
False alarms are disruptive for
the seniors and take up the time of
those who go to check on them,
said Mr Desmurn Lim, centre director at Montfort Care, a non-profit
group which partnered SMU on this
project.
“But set (the threshold) too high
and some real emergency cases
may be missed,” he said.

So the research team from SMU
decided to analyse data from five
sensors installed in each flat – at
the front door, kitchen, bedroom,
bathroom and living room – and
come up with an individualised
alert threshold for each senior, depending on how active he or she is.
The initial generic threshold,
since the project started in late
2014, was fixed at eight hours.
The team has set customised
thresholds for 30 seniors so far this
year.
While most elderly monitoring
systems work by sending out alerts
after detecting long periods of inactivity, the SMU pilot project goes
one step further by analysing big data to highlight unusual patterns of
behaviour over time that may signal a health or social issue.
For instance, if the motion sensor
in the bathroom shows that the person has suddenly been going there
very often, staff from Monfort Care
will follow up as the person may
have prostate problems.
The team has plans to take this
project further.
It will be installing sensors in 20
flats in Bedok by year end that will
not only be able to sense motion,
but also temperature, humidity and
lighting.
With more information garnered
from the homes of the elderly, closer
observations can be made to gauge
their well-being, said Prof Tan.
He said the potential of such a
smart home-tracking system for
the elderly is huge if costs are kept
down and caregivers understand
how to use such technology.
The project is funded by the National Research Foundation and
the seniors do not need to pay for
the system now. It costs about
$1,000 to install the various sensors
in each flat.
Said Prof Tan: “Our people are getting older, yet caregiver support is
inadequate. Technology has the potential to help caregivers deliver
the same level of care with limited
resources because data is able to reveal certain information that
touch-and-go visits are not able to.”
jantai@sph.com.sg
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Elderly ‘earn’ rehab credits
for treats at daycare centre
Janice Tai and Seow Bei Yi
A new type of daycare centre
where elderly visitors must “earn”
the privilege to use certain services will be set up here by 2018.
Senior citizens will be given a
form of internal currency when
they successfully complete rehabilitation exercises which can be
used to pay for treats like massages or a session in a therapy pool.
This is to motivate them to do rehabilitative exercises by rewarding them according to their effort.
Modelled on a pioneering centre
in Japan, the Lien Foundation,
Khoo Chwee Neo Foundation and
Salvation Army Peacehaven Nursing Home plan to set up at least
one such centre here for over 100
seniors.
Details of its location and budget
are still being finalised.
The Dream of Mizuumi Centre in
Tokyo was started by an occupational therapist in 2011. It has since
gained international attention,

such as from the United Nations
which included it in a database of
projects for sustainable, ageing societies. There are four such centres
in Japan with franchises elsewhere.
The centre was bustling with elderly users when The Straits Times
visited it last month. Near its entrance is a whiteboard where the
seniors plan their schedules.
Unlike most daycare centres
where seniors follow a structured
timetable, those at Mizuumi get to
pick from a range of 150 activities
– such as woodwork, pottery and
calligraphy – and decide when
they want to do them.
“It’s exciting and people look forward to the day,” said Mr Kuniaki
Yamamoto, 66, who has been going to the centre for three years.
Daycare centres are where the
elderly go for rehabilitation and social activities on a regular basis,
though they go home at night.
Singapore’s Ministry of Health intends to offer 6,200 daycare places by 2020, up from 2,100 in 2011.
Unlike other centres, where staff

‘Most technically challenging NDP we’ve ever done’
FROM B1
Among the more visible power
gobblers are the six giant LED
screens and 36 high-powered lasers. Equally crucial are the 250
speakers, double the number used
in celebrating SG50 last year.
They not only deliver crisp sound
to the audience but are also painstakingly tuned to ensure that the parade contingents all hear the commands at the same time.
Not to mention the 20-odd infrared transmitters on the roof that
make 55,000 spectators’ LED wristbands pulsate like a single organism.
Delivering the electricity are 21
km of cable snaking out from 14 generators churning out 18 megawatts

of power. The cables are festooned
with 240 sensors that set off an
alarm whenever the temperature
reaches 45 deg C, well below the
cables’ 70 deg C rating. The sensors
are an early-warning system that
detects overloading before it trips
the circuit breakers and causes a
blackout.
Associate Professor Gooi Hoay
Beng, from Nanyang Technological
University's School of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering, said
even Singapore’s power grid
doesn’t have this additional layer of
protection. “This is something that
we normally don’t do. They (NDP
engineers) have actually gone very
far.”
This is no laughing matter when
the show uses 66 projectors, which

Mr Lee said are some of the most
power-hungry appliances in the entire stadium.
The projectors are responsible
for bathing giant suspended props
in three-dimensional animated imagery that follows the movements
of the props in real time.
Yet, not all of the power of NDP
2016 comes directly from electricity. Some of it comes from fire.
The quantity of indoor fireworks
will be five times that used in the
SEA Games last year.
But Mr Lee said they will be safe,
as only non-debris fireworks are being used and his team has determined through measurements that
air quality in the stadium will remain within safe limits.
NDP technical director Kenny

Wong said: “It’s arguably the most
technically challenging NDP we’ve
ever done.”
Dr Teo Tee Hui, a senior lecturer
at the Singapore University of Technology and Design, noted the additional challenge of achieving a compromise between engineering requirements and a set design that
has aesthetic appeal for the audience.
The engineers had 22 days to put
up everything before rehearsals.
After the NDP, they will have 10
days to return the stadium to its usual state.
Mr Lee said: “The engineers are
one of the first to go in and they will
be one of the last to leave the place.”
linyc@sph.com.sg

serve the elderly, clients of Mizuumi do most of the work themselves.
During lunchtime, for instance,
they collect their personal box of
utensils, line up in a row to choose
the food they want and push a cart
to take the food to their tables. After eating, they return their
washed cutlery to the shelves.
Although some senior citizens
use wheelchairs and walking aids,
the centre is deliberately not barrier-free. In the middle of it stands a
steep, two-storey-high staircase.
Instead of railings or grab bars,
there are ropes for support, which
trains upper and lower body coordination. “Walking along the
street is like this. There is no support and obstacles are everywhere
so we need to get used to them,”
said Mr Yamamoto.
Mr Masaaki Soma, 72, chose to
join the centre because there are a
lot of activities for men. Usually,
daycare centres are more popular
with women.
“There are bowling, shooting
and fishing games and men come

here because there is purpose behind everything we do here,” said
the former deliveryman, who
plays the games in his wheelchair.
“I left my previous daycare centre because I was using matchsticks to build something, but the
staff thought it was dangerous and
stopped me. Here, we have the
freedom to do what we want.”
Ms Misa Maeda said: “After playing various games, we earn
‘money’.”
The 91-year-old, who enjoys relaxing on the centre’s water bed,
added: “Besides getting to exercise, deciding how to use the currency exercises our minds and
keeps us alert.”
Lien Foundation chief executive
Lee Poh Wah said: “Instead of the
traditional... model of care where
the elderly often pass time in vacuous activities, (the new) centre is
conceived to put the elderly
squarely in charge of their own programmes, empowering them with
autonomy, choices, a sense of purpose and achievement.”
jantai@sph.com.sg
byseow@sph.com.sg
WATCH THE VIDEO
Watch Dream of Mizuumi
users earn credits to pay
for treats such as massages
http://str.sg/4TMz

Powering the Parade
National Day Parade 2016 is a massive event requiring
huge amounts of electrical power. Here's a look at where
that power comes from and where it goes.
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THE SINK

•18 enough for 110 three-room

• 36 high-powered lasers

• 14 generators

megawatts of power,
HDB flats

• 21 kilometres of cable

• 240 temperature sensors
cable-mounted

to detect overloading

• 6 LED screens

•1,020 lighting fixtures
• 66 each weighing 68kg

high-powered projectors

• 250 speakers
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